Introduction 27
How nervous systems process sensory information is a key issue in systems neuroscience. 28
Animals are required to rapidly identify behaviorally relevant stimulus features in a rich 29 and dynamic sensory environment, and neural computation in sensory pathways is tailored 30 to this need. Sparse stimulus encoding has been identified as an essential feature of sensory 31 processing in higher brain areas in both, invertebrate [1, 2, 3, 4 , 5] and vertebrate [6, 7, 8, 9 ] 32 systems. Sparse representations provide an economical means of neural information coding 33 [10, 11] where information is represented by only a small fraction of all neurons (popula-34 tion sparseness) and each activated neuron generates only few action potentials (temporal 35 sparseness) for a highly specific stimulus configuration (lifetime sparseness). 36
The nervous systems of insects have limited neuronal resources and thus require particularly 37 efficient coding strategies. The insect olfactory system is analogue to the vertebrate olfactory 38 system and has become a popular model system for the emergence of a sparse code. We 39 use a computational approach to study the transformation from a dense olfactory code in 40 the sensory periphery to a sparse code in the mushroom body (MB), a central structure 41 of the insect brain important for multimodal sensory integration and memory formation. 42
A number of recent studies emphasized the role of sparse coding in the MB. In locusts, 43 sparse responses were shown to convey temporal stimulus information [12] . In Drosophila, 44 sparse coding was found to reduce overlap between odor representations and facilitate their 45 discrimination [13] . Consequently, sparse coding is an essential feature of plasticity models 46 for olfactory learning in insects [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] a strong transient response at the stimulus onset, a pronounced adaptation during the 105 stimulus, and a period of silence after stimulus offset due to the slow decay of the strong 106 adaptation current. This resembles the typical phasic-tonic response patterns of PNs [43, 44] . 107
PNs receiving direct input from ORNs activated by the stimulus, showed a strong response 108 at the stimulus onset. Interestingly, the population firing rate over these PNs revealed that 109 the``on'' response follows a biphasic profile with an early and a late component. In addition, 110
PNs with no direct input from stimulated ORNs showed an``off '' response at the stimulus 111 offset. Non-driven PNs were suppressed during a short period after stimulus onset, and 112 showed reduced firing during the tonic response. The PN population response consisted of 113 complex activations of individual PNs with phases of excitation and inhibition. Hence, in 114 the AL, odors were represented as spatio-temporal spike patterns across the PN population. 115
At the level of the MB, KCs typically show none or very little spiking during spontaneous 116 activity and respond to odors with only a few spikes in a temporally sparse manner [1, 3, 4] . 117
In our model, synaptic weights between PNs and KCs were tuned to match a very low 118 probability of spontaneous firing. Resulting KC responses were temporally sparse. Due 119 to the negative feedback mediated by strong spike-frequency adaptation, most KC spikes 120 were confined to stimulus onset. Notably, we also found that KCs sometimes exhibited``off '' 121 responses. These KC``off '' spikes occurred very rarely, because they are driven by the PN 122``o ff '' response, which is much weaker compared to the PN``on'' response. 123
Dense and dynamic odor representations in the AL
124
In order to explore effects of lateral inhibition and cellular adaptation on stimulus represen-125 tations, we simulated odor responses in conditions in which we separately deactivated one 126 or both mechanisms. Lateral inhibition was deactivated by setting the inhibitory synaptic 127 weight between LNs and PNs to zero and simultaneously reducing the value of the excita-128 tory synaptic weight between ORNs and PNs, such that the spontaneous firing rate of 8 Hz 129 was kept. Adaptation was deactivated by replacing the dynamic adaptation current by a 130 constant current with an amplitude which maintained the average spontaneous firing rate. 131 Figure 3 illustrates the separate effects of lateral inhibition and adaptation on odor responses 132 in the PN population. In all conditions, PNs fired spontaneously before stimulation due to 133 spontaneous ORN activation. PNs driven by stimulation receive input from ORNs that 134 were activated by the presented odor. In the absence of adaptation and lateral inhibition 135 (Fig. 3 (i) ) the stimulus response followed the step-like stimulation and showed no further 136 temporal structure. In the presence of lateral inhibition (Fig. 3 (ii) ), PNs not driven by 137 the stimulus were strongly suppressed. In the presence of both mechanisms (Fig. 3 (iv) ) we 138 observed the characteristic phasic-tonic response. Moreover, the amplitude of the transient 139 response was diminished, and, interestingly, followed a biphasic profile with an early and a 140 late component. 141 Spike-frequency adaptation supports temporal sparseness in the MB
148
To isolate the contributions of adaptation and lateral inhibition (the latter present only 149 at the AL level) to odor responses at the MB level, we again tested the four conditions 150 by deactivating one or both mechanisms. In all four conditions, KCs were almost silent 151 and spiked only sporadically during spontaneous activity, whereas amplitude and temporal 152 profile of their odor response differed across conditions (Fig. 4) . 153
In the presence of adaptation we observed temporally sparse responses (Fig. 4 (iii)-(iv) ). 154
KCs typically responded with only 1-3 spikes (mean spikes per responding KC were slightly 155 above one, compare x in Fig. 4B (iii),(iv) ). Due to the negative feedback mediated by strong 156 spike-frequency adaptation, most KC spikes were confined to stimulus onset. 157
In the absence of adaptation and regardless of the presence (Fig. 4 (i) ) or absence (Fig. 4  158 (ii)) of lateral inhibition, responding KCs fired throughout stimulation, because they received 159 persistently strong input from PNs. Such persistent KC responses are in disagreement with 160 experimental observations [1, 3, 4] . that KC responses were temporally sparse only in the presence of adaptation whereas lateral 164 inhibition had no effect on temporal sparseness ( Lateral inhibition supports population sparseness in the MB 166 We observed that the fraction of responding KCs was considerably lower in the presence of 167 lateral inhibition (compare n a across panels in To quantify population sparseness of odor representations in the MB, we again calculated 181 a sparseness measure (cf. Methods). Population sparseness increased in the presence of 182 lateral inhibition, independent of spike-frequency adaptation ( (Fig. 6B top) , the ratio of KCs with unique responses (gray)between spike counts evoked by either odor, across the corresponding population (Fig. 6C,  200 cf. Methods). Interestingly, PNs retained the overlap of the input, independent of lateral 201 inhibition. In contrast, KC representations showed a reduced overlap that decreased even 202 further in the presence of lateral inhibition. 203
We tested how scaling of the lateral inhibition strength affected the pattern overlap in 204 PN and KC odor representations. To this end, we varied the strength of lateral inhibition 205 (\alpha ) in the AL by increasing the strength of inhibitory synapses and adjusting feedforward 206 weights (see Methods). In addition, we calculated pattern correlations in the absence of 207 adaptation. As before, pattern correlation was calculated for two similar odors that activated 208 an overlapping set of receptors (Fig 2) . In the absence of adaptation, lateral inhibition 209 robustly decorrelated odor representations in both populations (Fig. 7C) . In the presence of 210 adaptation, increasing lateral inhibition had different effects on the PN and KC population 211 (Fig. 7B) Odor encoding on short and long time scales potentially support prolonged odor representations (Fig 8C) . We therefore repeated the 236 decoding analysis on the adaptation currents measured in KCs (Fig. 8D) . Indeed, the 237 stimulus identity could reliably be decoded based on the intensity of the adaptation currents 238 
Post-odor responses 255
In our model, we found``on'' and``off '' responsive PNs. At the stimulus offset, the``off '' 256 responsive PNs transiently increase, whereas the``on'' responsive PNs transiently decrease 257 their firing rate (cf. of cellular adaptation for temporal sparseness has been confirmed in the modeling frame-274 work by [23] . Our model results indicate that adaptation is indeed sufficient for temporally 275 sparse responses in the MB. In our model, the mechanisms acting on population-and tem-276 poral sparseness are independent. We thus clearly differentiate between those two types of 277 sparseness in our analysis. 278
The KC population sparseness in our model matches qualitatively and quantitatively with 279 experimental estimates from extracellular responses in locust and Drosophila [1, 4] for temporally sparse responses. In our model temporal sparseness is not affected by the 289 deactivation of lateral inhibition, a finding supported a previous study [23] . There is further 290 evidence for a GABA-independent mechanism for the temporal shortening of KC responses. 291
Calcium imaging studies in Drosophila [58, 13] and in the honeybee [59] showed that the 292 temporal profile of KCs' fast response dynamics is preserved independent of GABA inhibi-293
tion. 294
Several studies have stressed the role of inhibitory circuits at the MB level in generating or 295 regulating sparse responses. These include local inhibition in microcircuits [2] , feedforward 296 inhibition [60, 61] far has not been found [12] . We show with our model that neither feedforward nor feedback 301 inhibition at the level of the MB are necessary to obtain sparse responses. However, those 302 different mechanism of sparseness are not exclusive and may be at work at the same time. 303
In addition, global inhibition in the MB has been proposed to provide gain control viacontrol was necessary to maintain population sparseness in response to odors of different 306 concentrations. In our approach, the input to our model is normalized by construction, 307 hence we did not address gain control at the MB. representations of similar odors were decorrelated. 317
We quantified the effects of lateral inhibition and adaptation on pattern correlations. We 318 found that, in the AL decorrelation of activity patterns occurred only in the absence of 319 adaptation. Moreover, the amount of decorrelation depended on lateral inhibition strength. 320
In computational studies lateral inhibition was previously shown to decorrelate odor repre-321 sentations [61, 19] . In a Drosophila study using extracellular recording, lateral connection in the AL. Every KC receives 12 PN inputs on average [2] . Connections between PNs and KCs 365 were randomly drawn. Synaptic weights between all neurons are given in Table 1 
367
Responses to a set of 7 stimuli, 50 trials each, and 3000 ms trial duration were simulated. 368
Stimuli had a duration of 1000 ms and were presented at t=1000 ms. To ensure steady state 369 initial conditions, simulations were initialized for 2000 ms without recording the activity. 
Membrane potentials follow a fire-and-reset rule. The fire-and-reset rule defines the spike 391 trains of PNs, LNs and KCs denoted by x
for the i-th neuron of type B. 392
The spike trains of the ORN neurons are generated by a Poisson process with spike times 393 t O ijk for the j-th receptor neuron of the k-th receptor type:
Synaptic conductances g i obey:
395
Adaptation currents I A i obey:
where \tau A is the time constant and \Delta I
A the spike-triggered increase of the adaptation current.
397
The last term reflects the diffusion approximation of channel noise [40] , where \xi (t) represents (iii) ) the inhibitory weights w LP were set to zero by setting \alpha = 0.
408
The synaptic weight w OL was adjusted to achieve a spontaneous LN firing rate of \sim 8 Hz 409 that is well within the experimentally observed range [1, 42] . 410
In all scenarios the spontaneous firing rate of PNs was set to \sim 8 Hz [1, 42, 43] , by adjusting 411 the synaptic weights between the ORNs and the PNs w OP . 
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